THE SONGS OF
Charlie Chaplin

This collectors' edition, which has never been available before, is comprised of songs written by Charlie Chaplin. All are derived from the music he composed for his films.

1 SMILE (from MODERN TIMES) .................. 2
2 SING A SONG (from THE GOLD RUSH) .......... 4
3 NOW THAT IT'S ENDED (from A KING IN NEW YORK) .... 8
4 WEEPING WILLOWS (from A KING IN NEW YORK) .... 10
5 MANDOLIN SERENADE (from A KING IN NEW YORK) .... 12
6 FALLING STAR (from THE GREAT DICTATOR) ....... 14
7 WITHOUT YOU (from A KING IN NEW YORK) ...... 20
8 YOU ARE THE SONG (from THE GENTLEMAN TRAMP) ... 25
9 BEAUTIFUL, WONDERFUL EYES (from CITY LIGHTS) ... 28
10 THE SPRING SONG (from A KING IN NEW YORK) ...... 30
11 ETERNALLY (from LIMELIGHT) .................. 32
12 THE TERRY THEME-piano solo (from LIMELIGHT) .... 34
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